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Unique product capabilities and specifications
•   Speed capabilities 3–4 times faster than real time

•  Full 1D crank-angle-based real-time gas  
thermodynamic code

•  In-cycle modelling of individual cylinders

•  Global transient structural conduction

•  Dynamic wave effects along air paths – no tuning required

•   Automatically configured real-time engine model 
exported from a full WAVE model 

•  Diesel, gasoline, gas, genset and flow bench operation 

Productivity benefits
•   Standard turbomachinery – fixed and variable geometry 

compressors and turbines

•   Semi-predictive multi-wiebe combustion

•  Predictive injection driven diesel combustion

•   Real-time SI knocking model

•  Real-time operation on off-the-shelf hardware

WAVE-RT is the industry’s leading real-time engine simulation 
tool used to predict engine behaviour in real time (crank- 
angle resolved) and space (air paths and individual cylinders.) 
Developed for fast comprehensive virtual testing and  
validation, prior to real engine/vehicle application, WAVE-RT 
can be used to model advanced control strategies that need 
to be designed, tested and validated for integration into new 
engine control units. 

WAVE-RT offers a combination of mathematical modelling 
and highly optimized code, allowing it to run on MiL (Model-
in-the-Loop), SiL (Software-in-the-Loop), and HiL (Hardware-
in-the-Loop) environments, rapid prototype control units, 
and mini computers equipped with ARM processors. 

Advanced applications of the software include the design of 
advanced performance and emissions control for the benefit 
of reducing CO2 and NOx emissions, eliminating sensors, and 
improving OBD.

Real-Time 1D Engine Simulation
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Case studies

Reducing smoke emissions
Engineers designed advanced fuelling strategies using a high-fidelity WAVE-RT model running on board an engine. The 
specific approach was to poll the WAVE-RT model for trapped air mass in each cylinder (a quantity that cannot be measured 
on running engines, nor accurately predicted by traditional on-board engine models), then calculate precise fuelling 
requirements to achieve a target air/fuel ratio. The approach was applied on an IVECO 5.9L turbocharged diesel engine 
running on a transient dyno, with an ECU running the WAVE-RT model and updated fuelling control. When tested, torque 
was maintained while achieving a 5.5% reduction in smoke.

Eliminating physical sensors
Currently, most engines rely on physical sensors to feed data to the engine controller; however, these sensors add cost 
and complexity to product development and manufacturing. Eliminating physical sensors can significantly reduce 
manufacturing cost and also improve performance for the service life of the engine. In this study, Ricardo Software 
demonstrates how an intake manifold (boost) sensor is replaced by simulated pressure using real-time running WAVE-RT 
within a rapid prototype unit. Validated results prove that sensor-free control using WAVE-RT resulted in equivalent 
performance across the entire test cycle.

Affordable solutions for running real-time
Today’s commercial 1D gas thermodynamic codes are designed to provide 
accurate solutions for advanced engine control units, but many are far too 
slow to be able to run on an average ECU. A significant step towards ease of 
use for 1D gas thermodynamic codes has been achieved by running a full 
flow engine WAVE-RT model on a Raspberry PI mini-computer. 

The $30 ARM kit and Raspberry PI mini-computer presents alternative 
hardware solutions that can be utilized and easily connected to the engine/
vehicle ECU to run real-time through the WLTC cycle.

How it works
Exported from an existing WAVE donor model, the standard C code includes the entire model geometry, sensors, actuators 
and user code.

The compilation to a library is performed for the platform specified (32bit/64bit/Windows/Linux/other). Each model 
requires a driver programmer sending input values and outputs from the compiled model. Commonly used drivers include: 
Matlab Simulink, C Code, WaveBuild Python Element.

Donor Model
WAVE-RT C Code

Compiled to Library
*.dll or *.so

FMU 1.0 or 2.0
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